FACULTY FELLOWSHIP AWARDS
Three Year Award: 2015-2016, 2016-2017, 2017-2018

Teaching Projects/Curricular Development:
No applications submitted.

Scholarly/Creative Projects:
Alfred and Kathleen Evens Faculty Fellowship:
Istvan Csicsery-Ronay (Professor of English) – “‘Phallus, Phallus, Who’s Got the Phallus?’ European and American Confluence in American Screen Comedies, 1930-1950”

Vernon O. and Valerie Watson Hamilton Faculty Fellowship:
Jeffrey Kenney (Professor of Religious Studies) – “Negotiating Tolerance and Truth in Muslim Malaysia”

Martha C. Rieth Faculty Fellowship:
Henning Schneider (Professor of Biology) – “How Nicotine Changes the Brain”

John Clark Ridpath Faculty Fellowship:
Alicia Suarez (Associate Professor of Sociology and Anthropology) – “Pregnant Behind Bars: Stories of Pregnant and Postpartum Women at the Indiana Women’s Prison”

John J. and Elizabeth Bowden Baughman Faculty Fellowship:
Steve Timm (Professor of Communications and Theatre) – “Narrative Storytelling, Technology, and Recreational Vehicles”

Combination of Teaching Projects/Curricular Development and Scholarly/Creative/Service Project:
Martha C. Rieth Faculty Fellowship:
Gloria Townsend (Professor of Computer Science) – “E-Textiles: Stitching Together Teaching, Scholarship, and Service”